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Participant, Parents, Carers & Spectators 
Code of Conduct 

 

 

Expectations 

 
Chelsea FC Foundation are committed to providing quality coaching and promoting high standards of 
respect and behaviour from not only staff and participants but also parents, carers and spectators. 

 
Football should be enjoyed in a safe, positive environment. Promoting fair play and enjoyment is of 

paramount importance to us, and football is about having fun, developing physical, technical, tactical and 

social skills. Winning is not everything. 
 

Football is for everyone. 
 

What we expect from our attendees, participants, parents, carers and spectators: 

 Agree that participants play for fun 

 Applaud effort and good play as well as success 

 Always respect the Coaches/Referees decisions 

 Parents, carers and spectators to remain outside the field of play 

 Let the coach do their job and do not confuse the participants by telling them what to do 

 Encourage the participants to respect each other and the Coaches 

 Avoid criticising participants if they make a mistake, mistakes are part of learning 

 No form of discrimination or bullying (including cyberbullying) will be tolerated 

 Never engage in, or tolerate, offensive, abusive or discriminatory language or behaviour. If you witness 
it, report it immediately   

 Parents, carers, spectators and participants are not permitted to take photographs or videos (Live 

Steam etc.) in or around activities and our venues 

 All Chelsea FC Foundation activities and venues are strictly no smoking  
 

 

I understand that if I/my attendee(s) do not follow the Code of Conduct that any, or all, of the 
following actions may be taken.  

 Issued with a written warning  

 Asked to leave the venue/activity  

 Required to meet with a Chelsea FC Foundation staff member  

 Required to meet with the Chelsea FC Foundation designated Safeguarding Lead/Officer  

 Asked not to attend future activities  

 Required to remove my attendee from the course without refund or credit 

 

 

 

Inspire. Motivate. Educate 

http://www.chelseasoccerschools.co.uk/

